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Central Dogma: A little bit of history…plus 
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Oxygenic photosynthesis… Plants and Cyanobacteria 



The Dark Reaction.... better know as the Calvin-Benson cycle, which is 
composed of three processes to reduce CO2 to carbohydrate (the last part of 
the photosynthetic equation referenced earlier).
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Plants do BOTH 
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Rough	(le=)	and	smooth	(right)	colonies	of	S.	pneumoniae.

©	Avery,	et	al.,	1944.	Originally	published	in	The	Journal	of	Experimental	Medicine,	
79:	137-158.	Used	with	permission	of	The	Rockefeller	University	Press.
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The	DNA	of	S-type	bacteria	can	transform	R-type	bacteria	into	the	same	S-type.
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Purification technique, not good enough… still proteins in the DNA sample
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original papers

NATURE | VOL 421 | 23 JANUARY 2003 | www.nature.com/nature 397© 2003        Nature  Publishing Group

http://biotech.gsu.edu/houghton/8620/pdf/watsoncrick.pdf
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Weak electrostatic 
interactions



Hydrogen bonds area weak bonds (“dipoles”) between two molecules  
-resulting from electrostatic attractions between a proton in one molecule  
and an electronegative region of a molecule in the other.

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&sca_esv=574510585&rls=en&q=electrostatic&si=ALGXSlaUkho42PFSQFYO6kO7MTs2IPw9FjBgd9b4emNPbeO_TH14YM6bZ-5f9vNucw2KMiNBw4KVPV5vmzbrHgZ6upy6N9-67ZqbjK1T_DsiXr0NPJULPZ0%3D&expnd=1
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&sca_esv=574510585&rls=en&q=proton&si=ALGXSlbD4fKmSL7CRU364kGH2u8kBxpPpOF9jBedkNrGKSwF8P9Sv2JyOW5wxHPJ3bBS3GLgZrsJr24jAsaaxFTGLf63nhUTng%3D%3D&expnd=1
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&sca_esv=574510585&rls=en&q=electronegative&si=ALGXSlbmguQulcNG_yDKi8AKFQVFtMiLbNtvKH2UK9-S43DiZSQzxhy4soJCD-ef6BNesD56abkawJ1ta1yhuYIDruY1HgqpHkap0dtkt9xf1k_s0ovAFgM%3D&expnd=1
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As the genetic material of the cell, DNA must perform four important functions:  

It must be able to store all of an organism's genetic information. 

It must be susceptible to mutation. 

It must be precisely replicated in the cell division cycle. 

It must be expressible -giving rise to the phenotype.
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Rubin’s Vase
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Rubin’s Vase illusion
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Meselson and Stahl distinguished parental strands of DNA  (“old”) from 
newly synthesized strands using two isotopes of nitrogen atoms.  

The researchers first grew bacterial cells on medium containing only the 
heavy 15N form of nitrogen. As the cells grew, 15N was incorporated into 
the DNA bases, resulting, after several generations, in DNA containing  
only 15N.  

They then transferred the cells into medium containing only light 14N 
nitrogen.  

After one round of replication in this medium, cell replication was halted.  
While the researchers could not observe the DNA directly they could 
measure the density of the DNA by spinning it in a high-speed centrifuge in 
tubes containing a solution of caesium chloride.



3 potential outcomes of Heavy Nitrogen (15N) experiments.
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